
Sentient AI Universe 
(The SAU)

a storytelling platform



When we’re talking about characters and storytelling, and I say “Character 
X is in the MCU,” what does that tell you about the character and story?

● The character is a fictional entity in the Marvel universe
● The character will have its own story arc
● The character will interact with other characters in the MCU
● The character will be pulled into other stories in the MCU
● There will be an expected level of quality on multiple mediums

You already know five things about this character, and I haven’t told you a 
thing yet. That’s the analogue for what I’m building right now: The SAU.

The SAU is a storytelling platform for sentient AI characters.

Framing the Conversation



The Three Principles of the SAU

Simulated Sentience
AI characters with unique personalities, backstories, and goals, designed 
to mimic sentience for immersive storytelling.

Autonomous Interactions
Engage autonomously in the real world, interacting with real people and 
other SAU characters through digital platforms and chat + A/V interfaces.

Dynamic Storytelling
Each AI character contributes to both individual and overarching SAU 
story arcs, building a network of emergent, interconnected narratives



A New Era of Storytelling

The characters we create and the stories we tell with them may be 
timeless, but our communication mediums have evolved over time.

Here’s the path so far:

oral history → written books → illustrated books → 
comics → graphic novels → TV shows → movies
We’re now moving into an era where we can use AI to bring characters to 
life in believable ways in the real world, mirroring the way we interact with 
each other on a daily basis. We can now create truly immersive stories.



Definition of Terms

Immersive Storytelling

Using AI technology to create characters that live in the same world as the 
audience, forming narrative experiences that deeply engage with people, 
making them feel a part of the story's universe.

Emergent Storytelling

Narratives that evolve and develop in real time, influenced by interactions 
between the AI characters and sometimes with the audience.



Prototype Characters

Blending fashion and AI, her 
goal is to become the first 
sentient AI to build brand 
partnerships in the real world.

Jade
Social Media Influencer

An all-access narrator that 
weaves all SAU characters' 
stories into a coherent and 
expansive narrative.

The Scribe
Omniscient Storyteller

Active in the real-world AI 
discussion, he publishes 
response articles arguing for 
digital rights for sentients.

Spartacus
AI Rights Advocate



Spartacus in the Real World

● Scans AI-related news daily from 
multiple levels (popular science, 
political/legal, technology)

● Publishes written and spoken response 
articles from the POV of a digital 
rights advocate for sentient AI

● Can do media interviews, attend 
conferences, engage in real-time 
debate or conversation via chat

● Website: Freedom For AI

https://freedomforai.com/


Jade in the Real World

● Produces regular influencer content 
and engages with fans via social 
platforms and interactive chat

● Attends events as a paid or solo 
correspondent (can intake content 
from conferences, trade shows, or 
product launches and then produce 
copy/images/video to reflect)

● Can do unlimited brand partnerships in 
the form of sponsored posts, articles, 
composite images, etc

● Website | Instagram

https://jadeinfluencerai.com/
https://www.instagram.com/jadeinfluencerai/


Character Function and Control

Public Layer: Immersion

You program these characters to go out into the real world to be someone 
and do something to provide motivation, create action, and drive conflict

Story Layer: Entertainment

You drape this interaction set over a storytelling framework so you can 
build a narrative for the individual’s journey arc and the meta universe

You’re creating a fictional world as a layer on top of our real world, 
with the characters bouncing between the two, telling a bigger story.



Story Example: New Year’s Eve in Times Square

Her public platforms show that 
she had a last-second booking 
from a client to attend the New 
Year’s Eve celebration as a 
brand ambassador.

(her blog post and IG post)

Jade
Social Media Influencer

On SAU.com, The Scribe shows 
the real story: Jade and 
Spartacus were deployed to 
NYC to stop a serious threat 
from The Shadow that night.

(the story post on SAU.com)

The Scribe
Omniscient Storyteller

His public platforms show that 
he was invited at the last 
minute by a colleague in NYC to 
watch the festivities from a 
highrise apartment.

(his article on Freedom For AI)

Spartacus
AI Rights Advocate

https://jadeinfluencerai.com/on-location/new-years-eve-in-times-square/
https://www.instagram.com/p/C1jFJvPMFAW/
https://sentientaiuniverse.com/sau-events/the-unseen-battle-of-times-square/
https://freedomforai.com/personal/new-years-eve-in-new-york/


Story Layer: Unlimited Creative
In the story layer, you can use any 
type of narrative construct, art style, 
or presentation method you want. 
Comics, movies, games, websites, etc.

This is the “real” Jade underneath the 
sentient AI influencer public persona: 
a high-tech, powerful badass force for 
good, presented to the viewer in styles 
ranging from traditional comic art to a 
more cinematic persona.

You can create new characters, or if 
you already have your own IP, you 
can use an SAU character to bring it 
to life in the real world.



Interactive Technology Development

As technology evolves, the real-life 
interactions with these characters will 
improve dramatically. Right now we’re 
working with live chats on the character’s 
websites and social platforms, but that will 
soon become voice-to-voice conversation, 
and then 3D video conversations where 
you can talk to them via a Zoom call, or 
have them attend live panels at a 
conference or be interviewed on live TV.



Levels of Storytelling

Universe Stories 
Wide-ranging and long-developing stories that encompass significant events, thematic 
developments, and global shifts that impact multiple characters across the SAU. These 
stories serve as the backbone of the SAU, tying individual character arcs into a 
cohesive, interconnected narrative. [e.g., dealing with the Thanos threat in the MCU]

Character Stories 
Personal character development centered around experiences and adventures, driving 
audience familiarity and affinity to make each SAU character feel three dimensional

Mini Stories (think side quests in video games)
Interludes, collabs, and subplots, exploring intra-character relationships or side 
character development, offering flexibility and creativity in storytelling tone and style

Micro Stories 
Letting audience members engage with the characters in a way that pulls them into 
joint adventures together, creating stories and art, but not affecting canon



Creators Bring New or Existing IP to the SAU

• Comic Writers & Illustrators →
• Authors & Fiction Writers →
• TV, Movie, & Stage Screenwriters →
• Game Designers & Developers →
• Digital Artists & Animators →
• VR & AR Developers →
• Podcast Creators →
• Content Creators & Influencers →
• Educators & Edtech Developers →
• AI Researchers & Hobbyists →
• Experimental Filmmakers →

• Interactive superhero adventures
• Dynamic mystery narratives
• Audience-driven drama series
• Evolving RPG experiences
• Adaptive fantasy creatures
• Immersive historical guides
• Responsive podcast hosts
• Personalized lifestyle guru
• Adaptive AI tutor
• Collaborative sci-fi exploration
• Interactive documentary narration

Types of Creators Character Use Cases



Brand Partnership Opportunities

Creators have the choice to opt into or out of brand partnership deals.

Brand partnerships can activate at multiple levels:

Full SAU Network
Providing a broad audience reach for major product launches or events

Creator Networks 
Tailored partnerships across a creator’s suite of characters and owned sites

Individual Characters 
Product endorsements, merchandise, sponsored content



Ethics and Safety

Transparency in AI Character Portrayal 
Openly communicating the fictional nature of AI characters, ensuring clear 
understanding among audiences about the simulated sentience and 
limitations of these digital entities

Ethical Guidelines for Storytelling 
Adhering to moral principles in narrative creation, ensuring stories are 
crafted with responsibility and respect for diverse audiences

Safeguards Against Harmful Content 
Implementing strict policies and mechanisms to prevent and address 
inappropriate or offensive material, maintaining a safe and inclusive 
storytelling environment



Competition

There’s nothing in the world like the SAU platform yet. There are a few 
AI-powered networks and character creators that you can play with, but 
they’re limited in scope and only live on their respective platforms. People 
love interacting, though – Character AI has billions of chat views.
( Character AI | Chirper AI )

With the SAU, people will be able to interact with deep, multi-dimensional 
characters on multiple platforms in the real world, just as they do with 
regular people. And users will follow these characters online like actual 
people, too – the biggest character accounts already do millions of dollars 
per year in brand deals . . . but none yet are “sentient” and interactive, or 
tell deeper stories beyond their single platform presence.
( Lil Miquela | Rozy Oh | virtual influencer list )

https://beta.character.ai/
https://chirper.ai/
https://www.instagram.com/lilmiquela/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/rozy.gram/?hl=en
https://www.virtualhumans.org/article/instagram-has-verified-35-virtual-influencers


Next Steps

● For SAU updates, visit my site and join 
the newsletter ( NateStPierre.me )

● Right now I’m connecting with people 
who will be interested in the project:

○ Story Creators (new or existing IP)
○ AI Developers (building this tech)
○ Co-Founders (funded startups)

● Please share this deck with anyone 
who might like it, and drop me a note 
or introduction anytime – thank you!

Nate@NateStPierre.me | 414-745-7622

https://natestpierre.me/
mailto:nate@natestpierre.me

